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Jean marc robin perdir

The machine school is talking about the Minister of Education, now the President of the Republic, who will put in... Read more - The competition staff guidance website was created in 2014 by Jean-Marc ROBIN to meet the supporting needs of candidates for the school competition. The site is hosted by French company Overblog, which
is based in Toulouse. Jean-Marc ROBIN regularly publishes publications, articles or resources to help and advise candidates in their preparation. It does not provide any training or remote coaching, colleagues are invited to contact CNED or private company Educadre.  Jean-Marc ROBIN lives in the beautiful town of Albi, the land of the
painter Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, located 50 km north of Toulouse. You can write to him through the contact department. Learn more about the author and his publications. Parts of this page Sign up for e-news To be informed about the latest articles, sign up: Coordination of two competitionsAuthing school leaders are far from being
simple because you need to be able to identify very different characteristics to candidates: a sense of human relations, the ability to organize and plan, mastery of written and oral French language, creativity, great determination and strong interest in educational or pedagogical issues. It is also necessary to ensure that all the enthusi come
to work in the teams and that they can, in their own way, represent the institution with respect to all members of the school community (pupils, parents or staff). From there, what tests should be done? Talking to a jury is essential. It allows you to measure the motivation of the candidate, to understand his main personality characteristics, to
judge his level of language and to test his culture of the School. Current writing makes it possible to check the masters of written expression, the spirit of synthesis or analysis, and whether the candidate is able to make appropriate proposals to enhance the quality of the services provided to students. However, the existence of a written
word weighs the selection procedure and is not consistent with the future creation of a single supervisory authority bringing together inspectors and management staff. In fact, candidates for the Inspectors' Competition (IEN or IPR) are subject to two tests: to submit a RAEP file (recognition of acquired professional experience) which
triggers eligibility and defends their plan to change posts in the form of absorbent. The removal of the written word for the leadership contest therefore seems necessary. However, the complexity of being a chef requires enhanced expertise and a high level of competence. Before recruitment, this requirement can be met if candidates are
required to complete a one-year pre-school course sanctioned by a master's degree in education. Applicants are required to write a research dissertation at different types of schools after completing their traineeship. This training, remotely or personally, would be guided by IH2EF and could benefit from the support of CNED and
universities. Sciences After Toulouse offers this type of training. That would be part of the right to continue education. In the end, trainees can either compete for loss or carrying out for the implementation of new knowledge by applying for profiled positions of management mission officers for a period of three years. Initial training of
headteachers and future inspectors should also be common. Colleagues who failed in the competition would have time to strengthen their skills and manage their professional skills peacefully. Schools could see that their management team had expanded with motivated colleagues who would benefit from an hourly discharge and an IMP
type compensation system. This proposal takes the advantage of putting all candidates on a level playing field and sending a clear message: The school needs high-level leadership. The winners will be operational faster, post-competition training will be reduced because the trainee management staff will benefit from a one-year course
that focuses on links with research, and even a wealth of professional experience as a mission officer. We are committed - we will understand - to implement a genuine policy of pre-recruitment of management and inspection staff. The attractiveness of the workplace The fundamental question remains that the attractiveness of the post of
headteacher of a school is a real obstacle. It is neither serious nor logical that experienced managers can earn less than a teacher in a prepaid classroom (without his kohl hours) or an associate working an entire job at BTS. In national education, many executives are paid less than their counterparts over who have authority. If they
wanted to discredit the status and the principals, they wouldn't have done it any other way. In order to increase the attractiveness of the profession, training needs to be improved, competition needs to be decentralised at regional level and executive bodies should be drawn through a remuneration policy. talent in academies for losses or
to the most difficult positions. Today, no beginner teacher employed at BAC 5 should be employed below 2,000 euros net and no executive (who already has professional experience as a teacher, CPU, teacher, ...) should receive less than 4,000 euros net at the beginning of his career. Responsibilities, working conditions (one less than
teachers) and extended days, from 9 to 10 hours five days out of five, must be reasonably paid. The development of competitive tests should articulate the requirements of high-level expertise, the needs of institutions of a strengthened pedagogical framework and the reflection on the professional careers of the school's players, in
particular other careers by extending retirement. Our institution needs to ask ourselves a number of questions: how to become ceo, what are the possible paths (competition, promotion,...) and how we can expand the pool and attract talent. Large companies have long been able to create their own internal labour market, school apparently
not. The appointment of the new DEGESCO, the former Director of Human Resources of the Ministry, is likely to be an opportunity to place human resources and human resources at the heart of the School of the Republic's projects. All surveys remind us that it is the motivation and quality of teachers and managers who make every day
and on the field a better school for students and their families. Department of Economics(Office E410)Head of Department28 rue des Saints Pères75007 Paris FranceT/ '33 (0)1 45 49 72 43 - F/ '33 (0)1 45 49 72 57E mail: jeanmarc.robin@sciencespo.frUnivers College LondonDepart of EconomicsDrayton House 30 Gordon StreetLondon
WC1H 0AXT/ '44 20 7679 1001E-mail: uctpjmr@ucl.ac.uk by Na VI on Sun 16 August 2015 - 11:15Bonday,I'm at about the same stage of preparation (it reasures me!) and report completed, waiting for the start of the school year, to show them to my principal, who spent several years as a coach at IUFM in this competition... I have more
trouble with this letter. I think I'm going to start tomorrow and mature by the end of the holidays... I took the preparations with CNED, but it happens at home and I'm not there until August 26... I think I'm trying to do 4 or 5 homework... Good Sunday!lisette83Rudit by lisette83 Sun 16 Aoû 2015 - 11:26 am [You must be registered and
connected to see this link] wrote: Cléroli wrote: [You must be registered and connected to see this link] in this competition. On the other hand, I cannot accept a position at another academy (my husband is in a CDI in private, so that transfer is not possible, in addition to a mortgage that hinders geographical mobility). My question is: can
we reject the position if it does not fit our geographical preferences and remain in his position as a teacher? In principle, as soon as you receive, the position you have switched to movement. It seemed to me that at the end of the first year of the internship (and find his old position) we could go back to his choice. So that's not true? If that's
true, you can turn down his position and go back to the old place. He's a promo associate. Before you commit a crime, you need to think hard, and the question is often asked on the oral exam. At Versailles, our colleague saw him move within immediately after his success. Find out more from the flow. Gryphe, Author by Gryph on The
Sun 16 August 2015 - 20:13Hello,A new book by colleague Jean-Marc ROBIN, with whom I had a few years ago the opportunity to work on the net, if it tells you:[You must be registered and connected to see this picture] Jean-Marc ROBIN wrote:Many colleagues have downloaded the commented report that I posted. I know it was helpful,
several colleagues wrote to me. That is why I thought I should go further and propose a more comprehensive book to be addressed to a CV, title letter or activity report. I relied on six cases based on the records of different candidates (senior education adviser, headteacher, documentary or teacher). However, I also wanted to share a
more personal experience and reflect on the work of the school principal. At the end of the book, candidates for the executive staff contest will find a small bibliography and a network for self-assessment to help them fix the case. This book includes a number of tips that have been published for several years at Cap Education and at
Concours-personnel-direction.fr.Book in Ebook format (exclusive) is available on the website Lulu.com. [You must be registered and connected to see this link]nevermind62Level 3 by nevermind62 Mon 17 Aug 2015 - 9:12Hello, I am not registered at the CNED, I am waiting to see what the academic preparation will give. What's the cost?
At VILevel 2 by Na VI mon 17 Aoû 2015 - 11:38Hello,About 400 Euros, with the possibility of reimbursement by the institution after the number of charges is sufficient ... And academic preparation, consists in what?_________________Bien heartily,On VICathBon genius after Cath pon 17 Aoû 2015 - 12:19 [You must be registered and
connected to see what wrote: [You must be registered and logged in to see this link] wrote: Cléroli wrote: [You must be registered and connected to see this link] wrote: In principle, as soon as you received the post you switched to movement. It seemed to me that at the end of the first year of the internship (and find his old position) we
could go back to his choice. So that's not true? If that's true, you can turn down his position and go back to the old place. He's a promo associate. Before you commit a crime, you need to think hard, and the question is often asked on the oral exam. At Versailles, our colleague saw him move within immediately after his success. Find out
more from the flow. Yes, I managed to get the job of teacher who just passed the competition.nevermind62Level 3 by nevermind62 Pon 17 Aoû 2015 - 18:50I not yet know what academic preparation is. It starts in September! But registrations, in the case of the Lille Academy, have been closed since early July. At VILevel 2 by Na VI mon
24 Aoû 2015 - 13:56Hello all,New Decree (from 2 July 2015) changes the organization and nature of competitions for competitions for the recruitment of managers. We are talking about changes to the presentation file. The file must include:- 2-page CV (instead of 3); - 3-page activity report (instead of 5); - 2-page address letter (instead of
3); and the last 2 evaluations. Please note that these changes will eliminate non-compliance with these guidelines. Today I received it from CNED advance payments. Too bad, I had done everything according to the old criteria _________________Bien cordially,On VIGrypheMedator by Gryphus mon 24 Aoû 2015 – 14:04Tonk for the
info, good luck to review your documents! GryphAtor by Gryphus Pon 24 Aoû 2015 - 18:22Nead video ESEN on college reform: College reform, Comprehensive pedagogical reform based on structural reformmaLieu: ESENESR - ConferenceDate: June 18, 2015Ud: 1:09:21 secFlorence Robine participated in the development of the reform
of the College. During the conference, she wanted to clarify the various points, noting that this reform is pedagogical and structural. Its intervention begins with the origin of this new organisation and its structures. It then insists on further teaching and then ends with a timetable for implementation and training. To conclude, it emphasises a
reform based on the pedagogical support of all students. Intervention at the compulsory training seminar of promotional staff 2015.Florence ROBINE, general school education. [For more information about this link, you need to be registered and logged in] TamerlanModerator by Tamerlan Mon 24 Aû 2015 - 20:06Thanks Gryph. It looks
very nice dame._________________Srečna be a crack, because they will let the light pass. nevermind62Level 3 by nevermind62 the Sun 30 Aoû 2015 - 19:00Hello, where is the text that formalizes these changes because I have already written as far as I am concerned! Guest Guest on Sun 30 August 2015 - 19:18nevermind62Level 3 by
nevermind62 on Sun 30 August 2015 - 19:24Hello to all, has anyone read the organizational order of the contest published on 2 July? Apparently, the format of the documents in the file has been changed: 2 pages instead of 3 for the title letter, 3 pages instead of 5 for the report! Great for those who, like me, have written TT this summer!
Have you had confirmation of these changes and do you know what they are for? Gryph, Editor by Gryph on The Sun 30 August 2015 - 20:03 Samarras wrote :P heed everyone, has anyone read the ordinance on the organisation of the contest published on 2 July? Have you had confirmation of these changes and do you know what they
are for? Published in the Official Journal, see above. At VILevel 2 by Na VI mon 31 Aoû 2015 - 22:09Bonjour,Today there have appeared dates regarding registration and competition schedule.... [For more information about this link, you need to be registered and logged in] The good news for Samarras is that we have until March 25 to
send a presentation folder :-)Your work (and mine) in August was not unaurab (well, I like to think!) Good recovery!_________________Bien sane,On VInevermind62Level 3 by nevermind62 on Mar 1 Sep 2015 - 10:14Sauf that summarizing 5 pages in 3 will not be so easy... And again, I don't see the point of this change! Jury members
get tired of reading? Force WNiveau 1 by force W the Mar 1 Sep 2015 - 10:32Hello to all, The calendar has just been published, I put the link [You must be registered and connected to see this link] I realism that the situation changes: the constitution of the file for March and only for the eligible. Can someone explain to me why this change
is? What are we going to do by January? Are we just focusing on the written word? Maybe I know more during academic training, which starts on 16 December. Welcome Guest of Mar 1 Sep 2015 - 11:33 @force W wrote:I am aware that the situation is changing: the Constitution of the File for March and only for the justified. Can
someone explain to me why this change is? What are we going to do by January? Are we just focusing on the written word? No, you're making your case, too. the result of eligibility and the date of sending the file, you will not have time to do it serenely.force WNiveau 1 by force W Mar 1 sep 2015 - 11:55Thiththing is what I thought, so I
continue to write my file! Thanks! GrypheManator by Gryph on Mar 8 Sep 2015 - 10:56Cil men updated if you want some useful references and references... [For more information about this link, you need to be registered and logged in] ModuloLiveated from the forum by Modulo le Mar 8 Sep 2015 - 12:17Jed my regret in EN: I could not
pass this contest. Good luck in any case for those who pass by _________________Essayons to be happy if only to give a suitable gousseVeve from the forum with nigousse Game 10 Sep 2015 - 17:35 Registrations are open, on the other hand I have not been able to find a write date if anyone can enlighten me. BugaLiveted from the
forum by Buga on Pet 11 Sep 2015 - 4:31 [You must be registered and connected to see this link] wrote:Registrations are open, on the other hand I have failed to find a writing date if anyone can enlighten me. Related Link page 2: [To view this link you must be logged in and logged in] Written trials: January 20, 2016nigousseVed from the
forum by No.t. Sam 12 Sep 2015 - 8:44Po news, sign up for the weekend.lealaque Level 2 by thealaque on Sam 12 Sep 2015 - 22:00 [You must be registered and connected to see taj link] wrote:One of my insults u EN: unsuous to put this contest down. Good luck in any case for those who do it, it's never too late? Unless I'm wrong, I
haven't even found an answer to the question I'm interested in. In the teacher's room, we often hear everything and his contradictions about career loss... In the event that the task is incompatible with his personal life, is rejection possible while maintaining his position as a teacher? What are the liabilities of transfers during your career?
(long-term inability to stabilise on the post/site) After a few years, can it be asked to become a teacher again in his discipline? Thank you for your answers and good luck to all! Permission from this forum:On topics on this forum you can not respond
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